Hello Team,

ESA reviewed our project schedule for submitting Bundle 2 for review. We’ve come up with the following tentative dates and wanted to run them past each of you so you can plan your schedule and allot the time for section reviews.

Tentatively, we are planning to submit the following sections for review:

1. Revised Project Description
2. Aesthetics
3. Cultural Resources
4. Hazards and Hazardous Materials
5. Public Services
6. Utilities

Our proposed schedule is as follows:

1/16: ESA submits sections to the City and RMM
1/18: ESA submits sections to the Applicant
2/4-2/5: In-person review of Bundle 2

Do you have any concerns about these proposed dates? Do you have any major conflicts, a vacation, or a court appearance, for example, that would conflict with these proposed dates? Please let us know if you are amenable to these dates, or please suggest alternate dates.

Thanks, and happy holidays.

Christina